Your Gold Level Workbook

This Studio is restricted to Gold Membership only.
This is your workbook. For your ideas and for your creative plans.
In the Gold Membership you will be encouraged to develop a plan of work –
which, ideally, fits in with the current Academy theme at the time. If you
don’t want to work to a structured plan, of course you don’t need to.
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STEP ONE
A Good first step is to take a look at the Learning Roadmap for all the information
you can gain from it.
All the Core training modules on the basic painting lores are in the Core
Training page, for you to work into your workplan. The ten questions below
are a guide to see where you are currently:












Can you explain in one sentence what tonal values are?
Do you know the compliment of yellow?
Do you implement colour theory in your work?
Do you still have a problem sometimes getting a feeling of distance in your
landscapes?
Do you think using the Golden Section in composing your paintings
is useful?
Do you look at your work sometimes and wonder why it looks ‘weak’ or
‘flat’ and lacking in drama?
Do you have difficulty with the idea of using darker colours in your work?
Do you know how to support your Focal point?
Do you shy away from drawing anything with buildings?
Do you like to use photographs a lot in your work? Are you forced to work
from photos for whatever reason?
(The answers should be Numbers 1 - 6 - Yes and numbers 7 -10 No
Having any wrong is an indication that you need to take the training in the
basic core principles of painting.

(If you have any questions relating to the Core Training, go to the Academy
Forum and ask away.)
By identifying where you are with your basic painting knowledge, it will be
easy for you to incorporate some Core Training into your Work plan.
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STEP TWO

Gold Membership Inspiration Hub

Professional artists each have their own methods to develop,
progress and stay fresh and inspired. It is a personal journey and
one size will never fit all. I know I have been through my ‘stages’,
and each one has been fundamental to my development even if I felt
frustrated or non -productive at the time sometimes. I am sure
that you may identify with this.
Artistic development is rarely something that stays static, because of
the very nature of being inspired. For instance, I was a dedicated
portrait painter until I was captured and inspired by a particular
landscape, and now I have two major subject passions which run side
by side and these two subject areas also keep me inspired.
So this workbook features some of the best developmental
directions and ideas. They are a great starting point – you can adjust
and add your ideas to develop your own bespoke learning plan.

For your inspiration – Degas’ Box of La Roche Pastels!

So let’s look at some really effective creative development ideas:
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IDEAS FOR YOUR LEARNING PLAN

START TO DEVELOP YOUR LEARNING PLAN
The Simplest Way - Complete a series of work on a Theme
Working on a series is recognised to be one of the most productive processes in learning
and developing as an artist. It also keeps you focused.

Two early pieces from an Autumn theme series using different surfaces.

Some Themes:
Still life on a Colour Theme, Still Life on a Subject Theme: the kitchen, the garden,
marbles, metal, shells,…………..
Different approaches to the same scene/Different colours for the same scene.
Snow series – fabulous for learning about colour and tonal harmony.
Water in all it’s forms: still, moving, over rocks, sea, waves, rain,…
Reflections; in metal, in water, on mirrors………..
Sky series - Studying clouds using pastel layering. Autumn series .
HOW MANY MORE THEMES CAN YOU THINK OF TO ADD TO YOUR LIST?
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A Pastel Mini Series
A Pastel Mini Series – a great way to explore a lot of techniques and subjects. Pastel Minis
are a fantastic way to learn big lessons whilst working
small and, of course, more economically. This
painting is one of my minis – 7 x 5 inches. On Fisher
400. I also did a version of it on Pastel Card.
Completing the same painting on a selection of pastel
surfaces – comparison study.
Both of these ideas can work together well. Many
artists like to keep oddments of different expensive
pastel surfaces to practice on and with a mini series.
A good idea for this is to follow a subject themes such
as fruits, skies. water etc.

Lessons from the Masters
Copying the Great Masters, is a tried and trusted tuition
method used in the major art Academies. It is a great
way to learn and understand about the masters’
approach to many painting choices.
Even Royal Academy Students do this - although they
often have the privilege of working in the National
Galleries in front of the original painting! Identify
which of the Great masters works you are attracted to
and plan a few pieces for your own learning pleasure. I
have found that these also are popular as and when you
decide to exhibit.
This painting of Rosalba Carriera was completed after I
finished my dissertations at university into the History
of Pastel. It was a real labour of love and is a piece that
has accompanied me on many college courses. I have a small collection of such work .
This one in particular was a real workout in fabric and textures!
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Sanguine - The Queen of Pastel Drawing
Sanguine Drawing techniques, - a beautiful medium in its
own right – one of the pastel big guns.
Ideal for teaching portrait drawing from beginners upwards,
because it is both tonal and subtle. In your development
plan – Sanguine is one very wonderful aspect of pastel that
it owns a wonderful drawing heritage. The Sanguine 'Trois
Crayon' approach is without equal. I taught Sanguine
portraiture summer schools in Colleges for many years and
know how powerful a teaching tool it is. The results I
achieved with newbie portraitists was the talk of the
Educational authority and I had enrolees worldwide.
Sanguine is also the greatest soft tonal tool you can work
with. Intrigued? I hope so. By planning a sanguine portrait series you will not only
strengthen your portraiture skills, and improve them, you will also be learning a great new
pastel medium. An absolute must if you have ambitions to go into portrait teaching.
The portrait above is of artist, musician, writer, painter and polymath Maria Bashkirtseff – (check out her
memoir of Maria Bashkirtseff – Virago press). I used the trois crayon method.

Adopt a favourite Black & White medium
Adopt a favourite black and white medium to run
alongside your pastel painting. This is a major very
important developmental technique which keeps your
tonal values strong.
Working in Black and white will also keep your sense of
colour fresh.
One great suggestion would be to use charcoal relief (see
Core Training pages) which is also very close to pastel
methods. This charcoal scene is completed in charcoal
relief. On A3 white pastel paper it took an hour and half
an hour to do.
Without doubt – this technique is a fabulous precursor to
pastel when teaching beginners. It contains many of the same techniques as soft pastel.
(Check out the Core Training on Charcoal)
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Using Charcoal with Pastel
Working with Charcoal in Pastel; not
too often used but a great method to
learn more about. (A favourite
of mine, and the subject of an article in
Leisure Painter in January 2017).
Charcoal is a wonderful friend of
pastel. It blends with it perfectly and
makes a fabulous 'under painting' to
give a tonal notan, which you can either
choose to 'fix' so as not to effect the
colour laid on top or not fix so that any
colour on top will blend with it.
Check out the Charcoal module in the basic Core Training Page and have fun! The
painting above was under painted with Charcoal and not fixed. Capesthorne Hall 24 x 19"

Learn a New Subject
This might seem like an obvious creative development
but it is possibly one of the most important.
Work on a totally new subject area and be amazed at
what you will learn about Pastel and painting. Probably
one of the most important paths to explore. So if you
have started in portraiture and want to get into
landscape so as to make you a more rounded artist, or
just because you like the idea of working Plein Air or
treating yourself to a painting holiday. it is also worth
remembering that landscape techniques will massively
aid your portraiture. It certainly improved mine. Now
I love working between the two subjects to keep me
fresh and inspired.
Learning how to be a landscape painter is also the best
way to learn some important stuff: Painting composition, tonal values, Colour Theory and
aerial perspective are all disciplines that will improve your work and are best learned
initially in Landscape.
For pastel pencils artists – a series of landscape work in soft pastel only – great
developmental strategy. Learning landscape techniques can be your greatest route to using great
backgrounds in a variety of subjects.
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Get the Sketching Habit!
For those who haven’t yet – start sketching!
Sketching is probably the greatest developmental
technique when learning to be a great painter. All great
painters I can name are passionate sketchers.
Sketching gives you ultimate freedom. Eventually it
will give you freedom from photography. I can produce
paintings from any of the hundreds of sketches in my
collections of sketch pads, which are far more valuable to
me than any of my photos.
Sketching also saves you time and money. It saves you
time if you plan your painting - in small scale and take the
sketch to the tonal level to identify your lightest lights and darkest darks.
The above sketch of bluebell woods was one of the pre painting sketches to the painting of
Bluebells in this Worksheet. As you can see it does not take too much work to show the
light source – (clearly seen by the light and dark sides of the tree trunks).

Investigate Under Painting Techniques
Many wonderful under painting products for Pastel already
exist and that is a great place to start. And you can use
watercolour, pastel itself, and some other mediums to
under paint with.
Underpainting is one route to new techniques in
your work. It can very much add your own signature to
your work and help in developing your own distinctive
style. One of the benefits is that it can keep your pastel
layers cleaner.
Under painting also means that you don't need to
purchase papers in different colours - because you
basically need only one fairly light tint to start with.
The painting above of Monet’s garden in Giverny was under painted on Fisher 400 in pastel
and spirits.
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Making your own Pastel surfaces
1)
Start to make your own pastel
surface from the range of products
available. A very economical way to make
your own surface specific to the needs of
your own work.
Completing the same painting on a selection
of pastel surfaces – comparison study. This
is the best way to test your surfaces and then
make any adjustments to the amount of tooth.
A series of work planned which uses as many different surfaces as you can find. (Could be a
mini pastel series).
2) Look at not using commercial products but purchasing marble dust and primers and
developing your own specific surface. Some pastel artists love to do this so as to keep their
working and techniques totally, authentically, personal to them. You can certainly save
money by making your own surfaces.
3) It is also particularly useful when attempting to work larger than commercial surfaces are
available in.

Develop the Plein Air Habit!
Make time for working Plein Air - there really is
nothing to beat it. Until you have had the chance to
experience working plein air – whether working with a
group or on your own – you just don’t know what you
are missing!
For some of course it is not an option. But if you can –
get to work outside in your garden – even on a balcony
- A friend of mine who cannot work outside, plays
music of the seashore whilst she works! This is not
unusual and frankly I love to have some music on in the
back ground . It is of course a multi-sensory experience. Not just your sight engaged but
your sense of smell and hearing -all working together to give the artist all the benefits of
Natures input. Monet knew – all the Impressionists did. As a tutor of countless painting
holidays, I can attest to the fact that plein air work takes an artist’s work to a new level. It
is one great reason for taking up landscape painting – because it is definitely true that artists
learn more from nature than from anything.
So promise to treat yourself to the Plein Air experience as a treat when you can!
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STEP THREE
Now You think about your career to date, or if you are new to pastel – how
do you want to progress.
The Gold Member Live Training will be planned to compliment your projects.
More on that in due course.
So the final pages in your worksheet are questions for you to think about and
add some of your own ideas.

LIST HERE WHAT IDEAS YOU KNOW YOU WOULD LIKE TO WORK ON:
But first answer the practical questions – none of them are trick questions –
there are no right and wrong answers. No one will see your responses unless
you talk about them in the forum. They are just for you.

1) Do you have a plan for your creative growth in mind? Some artists
do and some don’t initially.

2) Are you open to see where your inspiration takes you? Or are you
more set on one path?

3) a)Do you have one subject you feel is your true strength? B) But at the
same time are you interested in learning other subjects?
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4) If yes to question 3 - How did you find this inspiration? A specific artist
or subject?

5) Did you deliberately seek out to work in this subject or did you happen
to find it through an art club or magazine article etc?

6) Do you feel in any way uncomfortable at learning something new? In
other words, are you in a ‘comfort zone?’

7) Are you open to personal artistic growth for long term gain or are you
restricted by time , finances or circumstances?

8) Can you list 3 things you would like to achieve in the Academy?

9) Is there a specific subject you are struggling with that you are hoping to
find in the Academy?

10)
Having had a look around the Academy – what black and white
medium are you attracted to? Have you considered a black and white
mini series?
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11)
What would be your ‘ Learn a new subject’? If in portraiture –
have you considered learning landscape? If in landscape – have you
considered a study of portraiture – maybe in sanguine?

12)
Having looked at the Core Training Pages – which core training
subjects do you need to work on?

13)
On the subject of working on a series: what ideas do you like the
sound of? Do you have other ideas?

14)
Do you like the idea of a pastel mini series as a fast track to
learning? If so what would be your series subject (s)?

15)
Do you like the idea of copying a Great Master? I will be putting
suggestions in the Forum as to which ones can be really useful.

16)
This is where you make note of anything you want to add to
these ideas.

I should add that we will be having periodic prizes for participation in some
of the above ideas! THIS IS YOUR WORKBOOK. Put your thoughts down!
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For Your own notes:
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